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Mini-Split System KSIV offers a full range of features that make it the smartest choice when you look at a reliable heating source or an addition to the existing heating or air conditioning system in the latest addition to the Klimaire line of high performance wall-mounted mini split systems. With DC inverter variable speed technology, frequent
thermostat adjustments are a thing of the past. Just once you choose a setting on the thermostat and the system automatically arranges the compressor to offer the correct amount of heating and cooling to keep the room temperature constant. With the air conditioning heat pump, inverter technology can save up to 49% energy compared
to standard a/off systems. Fine-tuned climate control offers additional benefits of less system wear and tear and whisperHigh efficiency Low vibration &amp; NoiseA special base plate design for easy drainage Wide working range down to 5 ºFApplicationsSunroomsGreenhousesIndoor gardens / hydroponic gardensRoom
additionsRenovationsAile roomsSwi-Fi Receiver Module Klimaire Ductless Mini Split Air Conditioners and Heat Pump Units. The KPIMDWF module allows you to remotely control your air conditioner, allows you to remotely control your air conditioner over the internet with a secure connection using your smartphone to the home, with a
channelless mini-compartment with klimaire Wi-Fi. You can control the temperature and settings of your AC and adjust the settings as you like. BASIC FEATURES: 19 SEER / 110 Volt, high efficiency system - Choose from heating, cooling, fan and de-destillation modes.  24-hour timer and memory function3D airflow technology, air
washes evenly into the turbo mode of the room for fast heating and cooling SWITCH FEATURES: More Information Brand Klimaire Cooling Capacity (Btu/h) 9000 Heating Capacity (B tu/h) 9000 Model Number KSIV009-H119-S(W) SEER 19 HSPF (Heating Seasonal Performance Factor) 10 Installation Type Wall Mounted Power Supply
115 V, Phase 1, 60 Hz Item Return This item can be returned to the klimaire KSIE009-H121-S channelless mini split heat pump 9000 Btu a real zone control system. Fast and easy loads. With this super high efficiency system, more than 30% savings can be achieved through a traditional closed system. They come with pre-flared
installation kits, precharged outdoor units and pre-vacuumed interior units. This unit is integrated with DC Inverter technology, provides variable compressor speed, minimizes power usage while constant indoor temperature, and continuously controls deirability for better indoor air quality and comfort. The outdoor unit is equipped with base
pan heater that provides defrost drainage and compressor heating belt suitable for long life in harsh winter conditions. These features may be runs at a temperature as low as 5ºF in winter. The slew and attractive wall-mounted interior unit comes with a full-function remote control and built-in emergency MANUEL switch button for
convenience and easy installation for easy installation.* Remote Control -Unit comes with a smart remote control that allows the user to adjust custom control parameters. A wall remote control is included. The optional wired wall thermostat can be easily eseses for commercial or non-remote users.* RLD- Refrigerant Leak Detection - You
can see when your unit is performing and when it is performing, giving you the ability to control and stimulate the performance of your unit; prevents damage to the compressor and prevents the unit from closing automatically.* Total comfort – 3D airflow technology can wash air evenly throughout the room, precise airflow can be adjusted
with a 12-speed engine, different wing angles provide better air circulation for heating or cooling, The silence process allows the system to run at a low frequency and the indoor unit brings light breeze, reduces noise levels and creates a very comfortable room for applications where noise reduction is vital.* FP- Freezing protection – This
function allows you to keep the room at 46ºF if you avoid freezing conditions in the room during heating season.* De nemation-unit without changing room temperature efficiently removes deircation with dry mode function.* Sleep Mode-Helps maintain the most comfortable temperature and save more energy for a deep sleep.* Self-
diagnosis – The microprocessor on the main electronic card self-diagnoses and displays error codes to facilitate maintenance.* Auto Auto swing blinds - Automatic swing Louver function allows air direction to correspond to selected mode.* Automatic restart - After a power failure when power returns the unit is automatically restarted in the
previous function settings.* Anti-cold draft - When the ambient temperature is low and the unit is on in heat mode; Quick Hook Design – The indoor unit can hang easier and faster by shortening installation time on the newly designed mounting plate and provide ease of service with additional space for pipe assembly.* Suitable for
installation – Multi-cooler outlet pipe method: left/right/rear, more flexible for installation.* The automatic swing Louver function allows the air direction to correspond to the selected fashion.* Extended heating can be achieved in low ambient conditions such as the 5º F. Klimaire KSIF009-H115-S channelless mini split heat pump 9000 Btu.
There are numerous potential applications like them non-ducted heating systems such as hydronics, radiant panels and space heaters to homes with residential or retrofit plug-ins. Channel operation is a good choice when installation is not possible. Fast and easy loads. With this super high efficiency system, more than 30% savings can
be achieved through a traditional closed system. They come with pre-flared installation kits, precharged outdoor units and pre-vacuumed interior units. This unit is integrated with DC Inverter technology, provides variable compressor speed, minimizes power usage while constant indoor temperature, and continuously controls deirability for
better indoor air quality and comfort. This unit is designed with features that allow the unit to run at a temperature as low as 5ºF at winter temperature. The stylish and attractive wall-mounted interior unit comes with a full-function remote control and built-in emergency MANUEL switch button for convenience and wall bracket for easy
installation. * Remote Control - The unit comes with a remote control that allows the user to set special control parameters. A wall remote control is included. The optional wired wall thermostat can be easily attached for commercial or non-remote control users. * RLD- Refrigerant Leak Detection - Allows you to control and stimulate the
performance of your unit when your unit is performing or when it is performing; prevents damage to the compressor and automatically turns off the unit. * Total comfort - Ossion shutter technology can be adjusted with 12 speed motors to distribute equal air throughout the room, precise airflow can be adjusted with 12 speed motors,
different flap angles provide better air circulation for either heating or cooling, Silence process provides system for low frequency operation and the indoor unit brings pale breeze, reduces noise level and creates a fairly comfortable room for applications where noise reduction is vital. * FP- Freeze protection – This function allows you to
keep the room at 46ºF when you are away from home during the heating season and prevents freezing conditions in the room. * Nem alma-Bağımsız Nem Kontrolü, oda sıcaklığını değiştirmeden kuru mod fonksiyonu ile ünitenin verimli bir şekilde nem gidermesine olanak tanır. * Sleep Mode-Helps to maintain the most comfortable
temperature for a deep sleep and save more energy. It's a traditional sleeping model. * Self-diagnosis - The main electronic card microprocessor performs self-diagnostics and displays error codes to make maintenance simple. * Automatic swing blinds - Automatic swing Louver function allows the air direction corresponds to the selected
mode. * Automatic restart - The unit restarts automatically in the previous function settings after the power failure when the power returns. * Anti-cold draft - if ambient temperature low and when the unit is turned on in heat mode; To make people feel more comfortable, the cold air will warm up before starting the fan operation to prevent
the explosion. * Quick-Hook Design - The indoor unit can be hung more easily and faster by reducing the installation time of the newly designed mounting plate scrape and facilitating service for additional space for pipe installation as well as right-to-left adjustments. * Suitable for installation – Multi-cooler outlet pipe method: left/right/rear,
more flexible for installation. * 5º F. * In ambient conditions up to 5º F, extended heating can be provided in low ambient conditions requiring cooling during the winter season. * Silver ion filter and activated carbon compound filter are included. * Biofilter or high density filter can be purchased separately. * Optional wired control can be
purchased separately. Since 1996-2014©, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Klimaire are a brand known for rigorous engineering and extensive research. Therefore, it was no longer so surprising when Klimaire finally released the KSIN009-H115 9,000 BTU 15 SEER channelless mini split - dc inverter air conditioning &amp; heat pump
system capable of up to 400 square feet of highly innovative and improved channelless heating and cooling. Klimaire KSIN009-H115 air conditioning is highly skilled in cooling and heating with its stylish design. It works so quietly that no one will know it's on, if not for the heat or cold weather it produces. It's easy to install and use with a
long list of great features that you probably never thought possible. All of this will be discussed below. Click here for customer reviews specification Do you wonder why this 9,000 BTU Klimaire KSIN009-H115 DC inverter air conditioning and heat pump system is now considered the ultimate home comfort system? Aside from the famous
professional support that has brought a long limited warranty, it comes with a long list of features that everyone will definitely benefit from. Check out: 15 SEER Efficiency 9,000 BTU 400 square feet 110 Volt Electrical Outlet Advanced 180 Degree Sine Wave DC Inverter Brushless DC Engine Twin Cam Compressor Integral Design
Whisper-Silent Operation LCD Display Turbo Mode 3 Fan Speeds Quick Access, Washable Air Filter Recommended for Low Media Heating room size, Down to 5 degrees Fahrenheit Automatic Level Swing Defominating Mode Sleep Mode 24 Hour Programmable Scheduler Corrosion Resistant Cabinet Digital LCD Fully Functional
Remote Refrigerant Leak Detection Anti-Cold Draft (ACD) Automatic Restart Mode Dynamic Automatic Louvers Measures 26 x 11 x 32 inches weighed approximately 140 pounds No Window Space Required for Compression 5-Year Warranty Compressor comes with Its Own Installation (New City) Working Guides with Instructions
Included (link) Condensing Condensing R410A pre-charge for external unit Air Handler with wall bracket for indoor unit Pros with a 4-star rating on Amazon, Klimaire KSIN009-H115 has been widely praised by those who have already purchased it. Everyone states that it works so great and is undeniably one of the best channelless mini
split air conditioners today. Klimaire KSIN009-H115 has the industry's first intelligent air conditioning experience that can detect refrigerant leakage. This is never disproportionately inflated as a cooler issue will definitely address the problem immediately. Without a doubt, Klimaire is one step ahead when it comes to innovation for
channelless mini split air conditioning systems. You know that climate control is a great air conditioner when you are almost in the palm of your hand at any time of the day and night. And that's exactly what klimaire KSIN009-H115 air conditioning and heat pump system gives and some other remarkable features worth looking at later. Here
are some of them: while coolers have long been used in the industry, there has been a tight call for air conditioning and refrigerator manufacturers to use non-ozone-consuming agents. While manufacturers are following this Clean Air Act, the cooler today can still hurt in the least possible way though. For this reason, air conditioning and
refrigerators should be served by professionals once in a while to ensure that your unit is operating at maximum capacity and remains in the right condition to protect the environment at the same time. If you think the cooler leak detection monitor is the only great thing about this channelless air conditioning system, this will make you think
again. This Klimaire KSIN009-H115 features an Invertec DC Inverter (wiki) consisting of a propelled variable speed compressor with a high-performance dual-glazed and dual-glazed rotary compressor that further enhances the performance, reliability and durability of this channelless mini split type air conditioning unit. This incredibly
amazing channelless air conditioner has two simple but very important features that add more doses of awesomeness. Integral design is a one-piece component that leads to a smoother airflow. As a result, the volume can run silently. This unit also has a cold-preventing draft or ACD that allows the unit to heat up before fan mode.
Therefore, it provides a more comfortable environment as cold air is prevented from entering heating mode. Some customers of cons have inked that they need something to get installed given the complexity of the unit plus the fact that it is heavy. What they all suggest to save a lot of trouble is getting an HVAC repair person or a
professional to get installed. The end Click here for price! Klimaire KSIN009-H115 9000 BTU mini split air conditioning and heat pump system will make you think about it or don't want to see about convenience, comfort, efficiency and reliability. It may be a bit more expensive but it certainly serves well for a very long time, not just by the
way. Hours.
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